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Abstract. Currently, an increasing number of user-generated videos
(UGVs) are being collected – a trend that is driven by the ubiquitous
availability of smartphones. Additionally, it has become easy to continuously acquire and fuse various sensor data (e.g., geospatial metadata)
together with video to create sensor-rich mobile videos. As a result,
large repositories of media contents can be automatically geo-tagged at
the fine granularity of frames during video recording. Thus, UGVs have
great potential to be utilized in various geographic information system
(GIS) applications, for example, as source media to automatically generate panoramic images. However, large amounts of crowdsourced media
data are currently underutilized because it is very challenging to manage,
browse and explore UGVs.
We propose and demonstrate the use of geo-tagged, crowdsourced mobile videos by automatically generating panoramic images from UGVs
for web-based geographic information systems. The proposed algorithms
leverage data fusion, crowdsourcing and recent advances in media processing to create large scale panoramic environments very quickly, and
possibly even on-demand. Our experimental results demonstrate that
by using geospatial metadata the proposed algorithms save a significant
amount of time in generating panoramas while not sacrificing image quality.
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1

Introduction

A number of trends have recently emerged around mobile video. First, we are
experiencing enormous growth in the amount of mobile video content that is being collected with handheld devices. Second, the continuous fusion of geo-spatial
metadata with video frames at a fine granular level (e.g., frames) has become
feasible and transparent for the end user, leading to the concept of sensor-rich
mobile videos [1]. However, even though these correlated data are now available,

the browsing and exploring of large video repositories still present tremendous
challenges, but also great opportunities. Especially the utilization of such a plentiful data for the generation of new visual information for GIS applications, such
as panoramic images, has not been studied much. Since web-based GIS applications increasingly integrate panoramic images for, e.g., situation awareness,
there exists a need to quickly and easily capture dynamically changing environments. This research studies how to effectively utilize the geospatial metadata
for the automatic generation of panoramic images from UGVs.
Conventional systems for generating panoramic images generally fall into two
categories: 1) images are collected with professional equipment, pre-processed,
and then presented as panoramic images (e.g., Google Street View); or 2) the
data is crowdsourced (also referred to as user-generated-videos or UGVs) with
a wide variety of mobile devices, i.e., a very heterogenous set of hardware and
software.
The professional approach has the advantage of a relatively uniform quality
of the media material. However, this comes with the drawback of data only
being available in the most popular cities and areas, and information being
refreshed only at very long intervals (i.e., years between updates). Crowdsourced
information, on the other hand, can be continuously updated and hence can be
very “fresh” and available under a variety of conditions (e.g., day and night,
or during specific events). Hence, more lively and informative images might be
provided to GIS.
However, panorama generation from UGVs faces the following challenge: the
camera positions, trajectories, and view directions of UGVs are determined by
individual users. Such videos are not usually captured with panorama generation in mind. To overcome this issue, we leverage another technological trend.
Current smartphones contain sensors that can capture the geographic properties
of the recorded scene, specifically the camera position (GPS receiver) and the
viewing direction (digital compass). We address the above challenge by proposing a new approach that makes effective use of crowdsourced mobile videos and
their associated metadata. The key idea is to cross-fuse spatial, temporal, visual and other crowdsourced data to enable new, up-to-date, and exploratory
applications. Specifically, we describe a use case of leveraging sensor-rich videos
for the automatic generation of panoramic images from user generated mobile
videos. The main contribution of our work is a set of spatial selection algorithms
of key frames from multiple geo-tagged videos to reduce the processing time required for panorama generation without loss of image quality. Thus, the achieved
efficiency enables very scalable, user-driven solutions.
Please note that we are not focusing on specific image stitching techniques for
panorama generation in this study. Rather, we demonstrate how to intelligently
select the most relevant input image set using spatial metadata before applying
commercial or open source stitching techniques. Our hypothesis is that well
prepared input image datasets are critical for reducing the processing time of
any stitching techniques and enhancing the quality of the resulting images. Our
approach is to effectively select a complete image set that covers all directions

(in order) with proper overlaps for stitching between adjacent images. Many
conventional methods to select input images for such purposes struggle due to the
lack of automatic filtering. Even though photos and videos can be location-tagged
with some commercial cameras, the result is usually just one geo-coordinate
even for a long mobile video. In practice this is not sufficient and we therefore
leverage fine-grained geo-tagged mobile videos, a concept which was introduced
previously [1], [2].
We propose key frame selection algorithms for two different types of panorama
images: point and route panoramas. Experimental results show that our approach can achieve a 20 to 30 times faster processing time than a naive baseline
approach while providing comparable or better panoramic image quality. Additionally, geo-tagging, key frame selection, and stitching can be automatically
pipelined for a quick generation of panoramic environments.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
techniques related to our work. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithms
followed by the experimental results in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the study.

2

Related Work

Generating panoramic images has been explored extensively in the fields of computer vision and multimedia in the context of omnidirectional cameras [3], handheld cameras [4], mobile phones [5], or web videos [6], [7]. Some vision-based
techniques generate spherical panorama around a fixed point [8] and others create a panorama along a line or route to show a consecutive view along the
path [9] [10]. Regardless of the source device, panoramas can be synthesized
from images [8], [11], [12] or videos [13], [14], [7]. To avoid stitching all video
frames, which typically contain significant redundancy and hence result in a
long processing time, a set of approaches were proposed [15], [16], [17] to select key frames from videos as input to panorama generation algorithms. Some
methods [15], [16] adaptively identify key frames based on the number of tracked
feature points and the amount of image-to-image overlap. Fadaeieslam et al. [17]
use a Kalman filter to predict the overlap area between each frame and its previous key frame. Most existing selection techniques in the literature work only
on one video source and assume that video frames are spatially adjacent. In
addition, they find the common feature points between frames to choose a set
of representative key frames. However, our study proposes a novel way to select
key frames from multiple videos purely based on the overlap of contextual geographical metadata that is associated with videos, which enables a far faster
generation of panoramic images without degradation of image quality.
This work is complementary to our earlier work employing geo-tagged videos.
For instance, Zhang et al. [18] used the concept of crowdsourced geo-tagged
videos to create video summarizations along a geographical path and Arslan Ay
et al. [1] proposed a search approach for large volumes of videos by considering
videos tagged with geo-metadata. Additionally, Kazemi et al. [19] studied max-

imizing the task assignment problem in spatial crowdsourcing and the proposed
techniques can be used to ask a set of workers to record geo-tagged videos in specific locations. These methods can be combined together to form an integrated
system such as MediaQ [2].

3

Framework and Algorithms

To generate panoramas from UGVs, we use a two-pass approach. The first pass is
to select a near-minimum number of key video frames among the UGV dataset.
The second pass is to use the selected video frames for panorama generation
with freely available or open-source software packages (e.g., Autostitch [20]),
which use content-based processing techniques. To accelerate the process of
panorama stitching, we focus on the first pass, termed Geo-Pre-Selection, i.e.,
pre-selecting the near-minimum number of frames from large-scale UGV sets
based on their geo-information while still generating comparable (or even better)
quality panoramas, compared with the panoramas generated without Geo-PreSelection. We are motivated by the following two objectives:
1. Acceleration of panorama stitching in the second pass. Panorama stitching involves a pipeline of complex algorithms for feature extraction, feature matching, image selection, adjustment, and blending, etc., of which image adjustment is the most time consuming component. To the best of our knowledge,
the time complexity of the classical image adjustment algorithm [21] is cubic
in the number of images, and cannot scale to process a large set of videos
with millions of frames as input.
2. Improving the quality of the generated panoramic images. Consecutive frames
in a video typically have large overlap. Too much overlap between two adjacent video frames not only increases the unnecessary computational cost
with redundant information [22], but also impacts blending effectiveness and
thus reduces the panorama quality.

3.1

Preliminaries

Let V be a video dataset. For a video v ∈ V, each video frame in v is denoted
as fi at time ti . As shown in Figure 1, the scene of video frame fi is represented
in a 2D Field-of-View (FOV) model with four parameters (p, θ, R, α), which
are illustrated below. Let F be the video frame set {f |∀f ∈ v, ∀v ∈ V}. All the
video frames of all the videos in V are treated as a large video frame set F .
Consequently, the video frame selection is transformed into the task of FOV
selection. Thus the Geo-Pre-Selection problem addressed in this paper is, given
an FOV dataset F , to select a subset F ⊂ F with near-minimum number of
FOVs, such that the quality of the panorama generated from F is comparable
or better than that from the panorama generated without Geo-Pre-Selection.

Figure 1 is a FOV (p, θ, R, α), where
p is the camera position consisting of
the latitude and longitude coordinates
read from the GPS sensor, θ is the an→
−
gle of the view direction d with respect
to north obtained from the digital compass sensor, R is the maximum visible
distance at which an object can be recognized, and α is the visible angle obtained based on the camera and lens
properties at the current zoom level.
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Fig. 1. 2D Field-of-View (FOV) model.

Selection Criteria

The Geo-Pre-Selection problem presents two main challenges: (1) what are the
FOV selection criteria based on the geo-metadata of videos?, and (2) how should
the selection algorithms be designed based on the criteria to minimize the number
of selected FOVs as much as possible? The selection criteria fall into the following
cases:
– Criteria 1: The camera locations of the selected FOVs should be as close
as possible to the query object (e.g., a point, a route). Obviously, FOVs
whose camera locations are far away from the specified object would not be
selected.
– Criteria 2: Every two adjacent selected FOVs should have appropriate overlap. Specifically, too much image overlap results in distortions and excessive
processing for stitching, while too little image overlap may result in failed
stitching.
– Criteria 3: The selected FOVs should cover the scene around the specified
object as much as possible.
Based on these criteria, we proceed to present the baseline algorithms and the
Geo-Pre-Selection algorithms for the point panorama in Section 3.3 and route
panorama in Section 3.4, respectively.
3.3

Point Panorama Generation

3.3.1 Baseline Algorithm (BA-P)
The baseline algorithm for panorama generation, denoted as BA-P, exploits
Criteria 1 which states that the selected video frames should be close to the
given location q. We select video frames whose camera positions are located
within a predefined threshold radius r (e.g., 10 meters, which is a typical GPS
error margin) from location q.
The baseline algorithm aims to prune all the frames that are too far away
from the given location q, which forms the input set in conventional approaches.

However, this is not sufficient since it only considers the camera positions of the
video frames. The next two algorithms below follow the filter-refine paradigm
and use BA-P for filtering. We proceed to present two algorithms to enhance
the video frames selection by additionally considering Criteria 2 and 3.
3.3.2 Direction-based Algorithm (DA-P)
Let the candidate video frames filtered by the baseline method be a set CF .
Recall that the camera locations of the candidate video frames in CF can be
close to each other. We define two terms OverlapP and CoverP among the video
frames in CF for point panoramas as follows.
Definition 1 (OverlapP ) Given any two FOVs f1 , f2 in CF , the overlap of
f1 and f2 , denoted by OverlapP (f1 , f2 ), is the intersecting viewing angle, which
can be calculated as (f2 .α/2 + f1 .α/2) − |f2 .θ − f1 .θ|.
Definition 2 (CoverP ) Given a set of FOVs F = {f1 , . . . , fn }, F ⊂ CF,
ranked by the viewing direction in increasing order, the cover of F , denoted
by CoverP (F ), is the union of the viewing angles in F . It is calculated as
n−1
n
P
P
OverlapP (fj .θ, fj+1 .θ).
fi .α −
i=1

j=1

Figure 2 shows the overlap and cover of two FOVs f1 and f2 . Additionally,
the overlap ratio of video frame f1 (with respect to f2 ) is OverlapP (f1 , f2 )/f1 .α.
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Fig. 2. OverlapP and CoverP between two
FOVs f1 and f2 for point panorama.
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Fig. 3. Divided direction groups.

Then, the Geo-Pre-Selection problem for point panorama is formally defined
as follows.
Definition 3 Given the candidate video frames set CF , a user specified location
q, an overlap parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), the Geo-Pre-Selection for Point
Panorama Problem is to select a subsequence F = {f1 , . . . , fn } of FOVs from
CF ranked by the angle of the viewing direction in increasing order, such that
for any two adjacent FOVs fi and fi+1 in F , OverlapP (fi , fi+1 )/fi .α ≥ p,
CoverP (F ) = CoverP (CF ) and |F | is minimal, where α is the viewable angle
of each FOV in CF and |F | is the number of FOVs in F .

To answer the Geo-Pre-Selection for point panoramas problem efficiently,
we designed a heuristic algorithm, named Direction-based Algorithm for Point
panorama DA-P. DA-P uses the filter-refine paradigm. In the filter phase, it
employs the baseline method to filter out the FOVs whose camera locations are
outside of the range of the circle with the predefined radius r to obtain a set
CF of candidate FOVs. In the refinement phase, it first ranks the FOVs in CF
by the angle of the viewing directions in increasing order. Next it initializes the
first video frame with the FOV with the smallest viewing direction, and then
for each previous selected video frame fpre , select the FOV with the maximum
viewing direction angle from the FOVs such that their overlap ratio with fpre
is no less than the parameter p as the next selected FOV. For FOV fpre , the
direction of the next ideal selected FOV having overlap ratio p with fpre is given
in Eqn. (1). The pseudocode of the DA-P is given in Algorithm 1.
fpre .θ + (1 − p) × f.α

(1)

Algorithm 1 DA-P (F : FOV dataset, q: user-specified location, r: radius in
filter step, p: the overlap ratio of two adjacent FOVs)
Output: FOV results in Results of Geo-Pre-Selection Point Panorama Problem.
1: CF ← RangeQuery(F, q, r); //filter step: BA-P
2: Rank FOVs in CF by the view directions in increasing order;
3: Let fpre be the FOV with the smallest view direction angle in CF;
4: Results ← fpre ;
5: for each FOV f in CF in increasing order of view direction angle do
6:
if f is the FOV with the maximum view direction angle in {f |f.θ ≤ fpre .θ +
(1 − p) × f.α} then
7:
Results ← f ;
8:
fpre ← f ;
9:
end if
10: end for

3.3.3 Direction-Location-based Algorithm (DLA-P)
The drawback of the Direction-based Algorithm DA-P is that it only considers directions of candidate video frames in the refinement phase. To improve
the quality of the selected FOVs for point panorama generation, we next consider both, the viewing directions and the camera locations of video frames, in
the refinement phase and propose a new heuristic selection algorithm DirectionLocation-based Algorithm for Point panorama, denoted as DLA-P.
Like DA-P, DLA-P uses the filter-refine paradigm. The filter phase is the
same as the baseline method BA-P. In the refinement phase, the algorithm
equally divides 360 degrees into n directions around location q and groups the
FOVs into n groups based on their directions. For each group, the best matching

FOV is selected. The “best” metric is measured by the linear combination of the
distance and the direction difference.
Figure 3 shows the n divided groups. The direction of group j, denoted by
θj , is defined as the middle direction in the group.
For FOV f with view direction angle f.θ, the group number it belongs to is
given in Eqn. (2), where n is the total number of groups.
⌊f.θ/360 × n⌋

(2)

The measurement of the difference between an FOV f in group j and the best
FOV is formally defined as Eqn. (3). Here, Dist(q, f.p) is the euclidian distance
between the camera location of f and the user-specified location q, M axDist
is the maximum euclidian distance of pairs of distinct objects in CF, i.e., the
value of M axDist is two times the predefined radius r, cos(θj , f.θ) is the cosine
of the direction difference between the group direction θj and the angle of the
view direction f.θ of f , and β is a parameter for adjusting the balance of the
camera location distance and the direction difference.
DLScoreP (f, q) = β ×

Dist(q, f.p)
+ (1 − β) × (1 − cos(θj , f.θ))
M axDist

(3)

To ensure that the overlap ratio between two adjacent video frames is no less
than the parameter p and the scene coverage of the selected FOVs is maximal,
the group number n can be calculated as in Eqn. (4), where αavg is the average
viewable angle of the FOVs in CF. The pseudocode of the Algorithm DLA-P is
given in Algorithm 2.


360
n=
(1 − p) × αavg



(4)

Algorithm 2 DLA-P (F : FOV dataset, q: user-specified location, r: radius in
filter step, p: the overlap ratio of two adjacent FOVs, β: balance factor of camera
location distance and direction difference)
Output: FOV results in Results of Geo-Pre-Selection Point Panorama Problem.
1: CF ← RangeQuery(F, q, r); //Filter step: BA-P
2: Initialize n tuples Ti {V al, F ov} with {1, ∅}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
3: for each FOV f in CF do
4:
j ← ⌊f.θ/360 × n⌋; //Group number n calculated in Eq.(4)
5:
if DLScoreP (f, q)<Tj .V al //DLScoreP given in Eq.(3)
6:
then Tj .V al = DLScoreP ; Tj .F ov = f ;
7: end for

3.4

Route Panorama Generation

In this section, we present the Geo-Pre-Selection algorithms for route panorama
generation. Unlike a point panorama which is viewed from one point, a route
panorama is viewed along a route. Given a specified route se and the direction
D at which side of the route the panorama is required, we expect to select
visually coherent and near minimum number of video frames to generate the
route panorama.
SP(f1)

SP(f2)

f1
R1
→

f2

D
OverlapR(f1, f2)

R2

α1
LP(f1)
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e

CoverR(f1, f2)

Fig. 4. Illustration of OverlapR and CoverR between two FOVs for route panorama.

3.4.1 Baseline Algorithm (BA-R)
The baseline keyframe selection algorithm for route panorama, denoted as
BA-R, selects video frames whose camera positions from the route se is no
larger than a predefined threshold r (e.g., 10 meters, which is a typical GPS
error margin) and the frames directions are within [D − ǫ, D + ǫ], where ǫ is the
compass error margin (e.g., 5 degrees).
The BA-R algorithm can roughly filter out video frames that are far away
from the route se or view directions that are not much different from the specified
direction to get relevant frames. However, the number of output frames of BAR is still large and the set contains many redundant frames. To accelerate the
panorama stitching time, we proceed to present a refinement algorithm that is
expected to select the near minimum number of keyframes.
3.4.2 Projection-based Algorithm (PA-R)
Definition 4 (LocationP rojection) Given any FOV f(p, θ, R, α) in F and
→
the user specified route se, we call the projection of −
sp on route se as the
LocationP roject of the FOV f , denoted as LP (f ), which is calculated as LP (f ) =
→
→
Dist(s, p) × cos(−
sp, −
se).
Definition 5 (SceneP rojection) Given any FOV f(p, θ, R, α) in F and the
user specified route se, we call the projection of FOV f on route se as the
SceneP roject of f , denoted as SP (f ), which is calculated as SP (f )=2 × R ×
sin f.α
2 .

Definition 6 (OverlapR) Given any two FOVs f1 (p1 , θ1 , R1 , α1 ) and f2 (p2 , θ2 ,
R2 , α2 ) in F and the query route se, the overlap of f1 and f2 , denoted by
OverlapR(f1 , f2 ), is their intersecting projection on the route se, which can be
calculated as OverlapR(f1 , f2 ) = SP (f1 )/2 + SP (f2 )/2 − LP (f1 ) − LP (f2 ) .
Definition 7 (CoverR) Given a set of FOVs F = {f1 , . . . , fn } F ⊂ F , ranked
by the location projection in increasing order, and the query route se, the cover
of F , denoted by CoverR(F ), is the union scene projection of F on route se. It
n−1
n
P
P
OverlapR(fj , fj+1 ).
SP (fi ) −
is calculated as
i=1

j=1

Figure 4 shows the overlap and cover of two FOVs f1 and f2 for a route
panorama. Additionally, the overlap ratio of video frame f1 with respect to f2 ,
denoted as OverlapRatio(f1 , f2 ) is OverlapR(f1 , f2 )/SP (f1 ).
Then, the Geo-Pre-Selection for route panorama problem is formally defined
as follows.
Definition 8 Given the candidate video frames set CF filtered by BA−R, a user
specified route se, an overlap parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), the Geo-Pre-Selection
for Route Panorama Problem is to select a subsequence F = {f1 , . . . , fn }
of FOVs from CF ranked by their location projections LP (fi ) in increasing order,
such that for any two adjacent FOVs fi and fi+1 in F , OverlapR(fi , fi+1 )/SP (fi )
≥ p, CoverR(F ) = CoverR(CF ) and the number of FOVs in F is minimal.

Algorithm 3 PA-R (F : FOV dataset, se: user-specified route, D: user specified
query direction at which side from the route the panorama is required, i.e., either
left or right side of the route se, r: filter rectangle width, ǫ: direction error margin,
p: Overlap ratio threshold)
Output: FOV results in Results of Geo-Pre-Selection Route Panorama Problem.
1: CF ← RectangleQuery(F, se, r, ǫ); //Filter step: BA-R
2: CF ← Rank FOVs in CF by their LocationP rojections in increasing order;
3: Let fpre be the first FOV in the ranked CF;
4: Results ← fpre ;
5: for each FOV f in CF do
6:
if f is the FOV with the minimum OverlapRatio(fpre , f ) ≤ p then
7:
Results ← Results ∪ f ;
8:
fpre ← f ;
9:
end if
10: end for

To answer the Geo-Pre-Selection for route panoramas problem efficiently, we
developed a heuristic algorithm, named Projection-based Algorithm for Route
panorama PA-R. PA-R follows the filter-refine paradigm. In the filter phase, it
employs the baseline method BA-R to filter out the irrelevant FOVs. In the

refinement phase, it first ranks the candidate FOVs by their location projection
in increasing order. Next it initializes the first video frame with the FOV with the
smallest location projection, and then for each previously selected video frame
fpre , it selects the FOV with the minimum overlap ratio that is larger than
or equal to the given overlap ratio p. The pseudocode of the Projection-based
Algorithm PA-R is given in Algorithm 3.

4

Experimental Results

We implemented the proposed algorithms on top of the prototype mobile video
collection system, termed MediaQ [2], which we built in our previous research
and generated panoramic images captured with our Android app. MediaQ is
an online media management system to collect, organize, share, and search mobile multimedia contents using automatically tagged geospatial metadata. Usergenerated-videos can be uploaded to MediaQ from users’ smartphones and displayed accurately on a map interface according to their automatically sensed
geospatial metadata which are used for the selection of frames in this study.
Using MediaQ, we captured mobile videos in two locations, the University of
Southern California (USC) in Los Angeles and the downtown area of Singapore.
We collected 345 videos (77,642 frames) for the experiments. Three different Android phones (Motorola Milestone - Qwerty, HTC EVO 3D, and Samsung Galaxy
S4) were used to record Standard Definition videos (at 720×480 resolution).
To evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithms, we report both quantitative
and qualitative measurements from the experiments. For the quantitative evaluation, we used the following metrics: (1) SelectionTime: the processing time
of selecting key frames from all the videos based on the proposed selection algorithms, (2) StitchingTime: the processing time ( panorama stitching time)
using the selected video frames by the software used in the experiments, (3)
SelectedFOV#: the number of the selected video frames to generate a single
panoramic image, and (4) Video#: the number of different videos from which
the selected video frames were extracted. For the qualitative evaluation, we performed a user study to measure QualityRank: a rank based on how the resulting
images were perceived by humans based on image quality (e.g., the clarity and
the covered viewable angle). QualityRank is an average order number. The QualityRank of a result image was calculated by QualityRank = p1 ×1+p2 ×2+p3 ×3,
where p1 (resp., p2 or p3 ) is the percentage of participants that rank the image
first (resp., second or third). In the user study, twenty-two people, 9 males and
13 females, participated. The participants were chosen among those who were
familiar with the chosen locations for a more accurate comparison. The participants were requested to rank the resulting panoramas generated by different
algorithms.
Panoramic images were generated using an off-the-shelf software, AutoStitch1 . The parameter set we used for the panorama generation in AutoStitch
1

http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/brown/autostitch/autostitch.html

was 1,000 RANSAC iterations, a JPEG quality factor of 85 and a resolution
of about 3,600×500. On average, it took eight to nine seconds to generate a
panorama in our experiments using an Intel i3 2.53 GHz processor. The time
cost could be reduced with a lower quality parameter setting or with a faster
processor.
We selected 10 different locations for the generation of two types of panoramic
images (point and route panoramas) using the algorithms in Section 3. In this
section we mainly present the results for point panoramas since the results from
point and route panorama generation algorithms showed similar observations.
Due to space limitation, the results for route panorama are not much elaborated.
4.1

Point Panorama Generation

As shown in Table 1, the DA-P and DLA-P algorithms used a far smaller number of frames than BA-P in generating panoramic images. To generate one
panoramic image, BA-P, DA-P, and DLA-P used 210, 17 and 15 FOVs on
average, respectively. Consequently, their processing time (SelectionTime and
StitchingTime) were far less than those of BA-P. The average ExtractTime was
85.3, 2.34, 2.02 seconds by BA-P, DA-P, and DLA-P, respectively, while the average StitchingTime was 148.5, 8.51, 8.65 (seconds) by BA-P, DA-P, and DLA-P,
respectively. This shows that an effective selection of input frames for the generation of panoramic images can save a lot of processing time compared to a
baseline approach, i.e., BA-P.
The qualitative evaluation using a user study demonstrated that the results
from BA-P and DA-P were comparable by showing a similar QualityRank, 2.19
and 2.21 on average. However, DLA-P produced better quality images by scoring
1.6 (on average) in QualityRank, in most cases DLA-P generated comparable
quality images to either BA-P or DA-P. This demonstrates that we can generate
a better quality panoramic image while using a far smaller number of frames by
effectively filtering out redundant frames.
Table 1. Point Panorama results at different locations.
SelectionTime (sec) StitchingTime (sec)
BA
DA DLA
BA
DA DLA
1
154.67 2.02 1.88
225.4 8.7
9.2
2
59.48 1.98 1.75
58.3 7.87 11.1
3
105.51 2.11 1.51
128.4 9.50
7.3
4
68.97 2.48 1.92
68.97 11.1 11.1
5
120.17 2.32 2.09
132.0 9.1
9.46
6
60.28 3.88 2.91
203.6 8.2
8.1
7
86.56 1.99 2.06
110.2 8.5
8.7
8
72.74 2.13 1.89
149.0 6.3
5.4
9
124.81 1.99 1.98
262.0 8.45
7.6
10
107.15 2.54 2.16 146.76 7.4
8.5
AVG 85.32 2.34 2.02 148.46 8.51 8.65
Loc

SelectedFOV#
Video#
BA DA DLA BA DA DLA
372 17
14
4
3
3
77 14
14
4
4
2
228 17
13
3
2
3
145 17
15
2
2
2
249 17
15
3
2
3
127 17
15
2
2
2
182 17
15
3
3
3
210 16
15
5
4
1
262 17
16
3
3
3
248 21
17
5
2
3
210 17
15
3.4 2.7 2.5

QualityRank
BA DA DLA
2.56 1.93 1.5
2.90 1.82 1.29
2.07 2.32 1.61
1.61 2.96 1.43
1.21 2.96 1.82
2.17 2.35 1.51
2.36 2.14 1.5
2.71 1.43 1.86
2.96 1.93 1.11
1.39 2.25 2.36
2.19 2.21 1.60

(a) Algorithm BA-P, SelectedFOV# = 228, Video# = 3.

(b) Algorithm DA-P, SelectedFOV# = 17, Video# = 2.

(c) Algorithm DLA-P, SelectedFOV# = 13, Video# = 3.
Fig. 5. Panorama results around Cromwell field at USC. Here the results are visually
pleasing and quite comparable for all three algorithms.

As visual examples of the generated images from different algorithms, we
present two cases: an open space in Figure 5 and a small pathway in Figure 6. In Figure 5, BA-P selected 228 video frames from the whole video dataset
with 69,238 video frames while DA-P and DLA-P selected only 17 and 13 key
frames, respectively, by effectively filtering out redundant images. This case represents a very successful generation of a panorama image since all three results
look visually accurate and comparable with few artifacts. In general, generating panoramic images of an open space resulted in high quality images by all
three algorithms. However, the selected numbers of FOVs by DA-P and DLA-P
were about 16 times smaller than those by BA-P, hence computational costs
for stitching were significantly saved. Figure 6 demonstrates a different case.
BA-P selected 77 video frames while DA-P and DLA-P both selected 14 key
frames, respectively. The images generated by DA-P and DLA-P were much
better than that by BA-P, with DLA-P producing the best result. In this case
there exist many nearby buildings and other obstructions such as trees in a relatively tight space. Too many redundant frames and too much image overlap
resulted in distortions and increased the matching errors in stitch processing.
These examples clearly demonstrate the superiority of the DA-P and DLA-P
algorithms compared with BA-P. Note that most panoramic images generated
in our experiments were of satisfactory quality similar to the ones shown in
Figure 5.

In summary for point panorama generation, compared to BA-P, the proposed algorithms DA-P and DLA-P select significantly fewer video frames and
generate comparable (DA-P ) or better (DLA-P ) quality panoramic images since
they refine the candidate video frame set using the selection Criteria 2 and 3.
Additionally, the DLA-P algorithm performs better than the DA-P algorithm
since it considers both the viewing directions and camera locations of the video
frames.

(a) Algorithm BA-P, SelectedFOV# = 77, Video# = 4.

(b) Algorithm DA-P, SelectedFOV# = 14, Video# = 4.

(c) Algorithm DLA-P, SelectedFOV# = 14, Video# = 2.
Fig. 6. Panorama results near the Mudd Hall of Philosophy (MHP) at USC. Significant
artifacts are produced if too many FOVs are used as input into the stitching process,
i.e., algorithm BA-P in (a).

4.2

Route Panorama Generation

We repeated the same experiments for route panorama generation. For route
panorama images at ten locations, we obtained similar results as in the point

panorama case. On average, the SelectionTime of BA-R was 150.2 seconds while
that of PA-R was 2.3 seconds. The StitchingTime of BA-R was 866 seconds
while PA-R took only 15.1 seconds. Based on the user study, the QualityRank
of PA-R was comparable to that of BA-R. This clearly shows that the selection
of input images using our algorithm greatly saves processing time to generate
route panorama images. One visual example is given in Figure 7.

(a) BA-R, SelectedFOV# = 64, Video# = 3.

(b) PA-R, SelectedFOV# = 25, Video# = 3.
Fig. 7. Route Panorama results at Exposition Park - Los Angeles.

4.3

Observations and Discussion

The quality of both the panorama results are highly related to the availability
of proper video data. Some of the challenges include the following:
Video Quality. The produced images depend on the video quality captured by mobile devices. Since we are selecting all possible frames, not only
I-frames, a poor camera sensor or compression method in a mobile device may
result in distortions and unnatural colors in selected frames. This may further
lead to mismatches in all feature-based stitching algorithms. In our experiments,
we mainly used mobile phones supporting 720×480 Standard Definition video
recording. When some videos were recorded in HD, the quality of the final results
were considerably better (see Figure 8). Lighting conditions may also vary across
different videos, which can further create challenges when images are selected
from different videos. However, the technological trends are very promising since
mobile video quality is rapidly improving (e.g., some of the latest smartphones
record very high quality videos) and stitching technologies are getting more effective.

Object Coverage. The results depend on the availability of data at a
certain location. To achieve complete coverage, data needs to be available from
all around (i.e., 360 degrees) at the same location. A number of techniques can be
used to achieve better coverage, for example, by crowdsourcing video recordings
when there exist missing images.
Sensor Accuracy. The metadata of videos are collected from the sensors
on mobile devices. Normally, the error range of GPS locations is 5 to 10 meters,
and that of compass orientations is less than several degrees, which it is fine to
detect overlapping FOVs. However, at times GPS and compass accuracy can be
disturbed by various factors such as a weak GPS signal. Inaccurate metadata
affects the selection of input images for stitching. Recently a number of studies
have investigated GPS and compass data correction via post-processing so that
sensor accuracy would not be a problem in most outdoor videos, especially in
videos where consecutive sensor data are available.
Media Processing. Generating panorama also depend on the used media
processing technology (e.g., computer vision algorithms). In this study we used
existing software packages which allowed us little control over the output. For
example, input image ordering can help in the overall performance of stitching,
however, AutoStitch did not recognize this. Since images can be selected from
different videos captured by different cameras, an algorithm which can consider
different camera properties can also enhance the quality of the resulting images.

Fig. 8. An example of an HD panoramic image: a portion to illustrate the visual clarity.

5

Conclusions

We have presented novel methods to effectively and automatically generate point
and route panoramic images from a large set of crowdsourced mobile videos.
Our approach leverages geo-spatial sensor metadata to achieve a high efficiency
without sacrificing quality. Our goal is to provide components to automate largescale, up-to-date panoramas for various GIS applications.
We found that, while there exist still considerable challenges, it is increasingly possible to use crowdsourced, user-generated videos to create visual elements such as panoramas. Since UGVs can be very up-to-date, new exploratory
applications are possible. Note that, while this study focused on a specific algorithm for panoramas, our approach can be applied to generate other useful

visual elements, for example, 3D models or video summaries, which can then be
presented together in an integrated, geo-immersive environment. In such a case
a map, or a 3D environment such as Google Earth, may function as a backdrop
into which the visual elements are placed and explored by users. By combining
all these visual elements (i.e., original footage such as images and videos and
post-processed information such as panoramas and 3D models) users can explore distant geographic regions and obtain an excellent understanding of the
surroundings.
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